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Abstrat
The disovery of the interstellar medium and the early work of Lyman
Spitzer, Jr. are reviewed here in the ontext of the remarkable obser-
vation in the early 1950's that star formation ontinues in the present
age. Prior to this observation, stars were thought to have formed only
at the beginning of the universe. The main debate in the 1930's was
whether stars had the young age of ∼ 3 Gyr suggested by the expansion
of the universe and the meteorites, or the old age of 10
13
yr suggested
by thermalized stellar motions. The adoption of Ambartsumian's laim
of modern-day star formation was slow and mixed in the early 1950's.
While some astronomers like Adriaan Blaauw immediately followed,
adding more from their own data, others were slow to hange. By the
end of the 1950's, Lyman had dedued the basi theory for star forma-
tion that we would reognize today.
1 Introdution: Basi Chronology for Star For-
mation
In the early 1900's, stars were thought to be always there, from the be-
ginning of the universe. No one knew the dierene between a galaxy and
a gaseous nebula. Lemaitre's Big Bang theory was not until 1927. In the
1920's, astronomers knew there was an interstellar medium (ISM, whih was
disovered in 1904), and in the 1930's, many properties of this medium began
to be measured, but there was no proposed onnetion to star formation. This
was the ontext in whih Lyman Spitzer, Jr. reeived his PhD from Prineton
in 1938, working with Henry Norris Russell on radiative transfer in red super-
giant atmospheres. In the early 1940's, Spitzer developed the rst theoretial
models for the ISM, inluding some ideas on how stars might have formed long
ago; there was still no observation that stars atually formed today. In 1946,
Spitzer wrote his study, Astronomial Advantages of an Extra-Terrestrial
Observatory, in whih he proposed putting a telesope in spae in order to
study the uv lines that were inaessible from the ground. Finally, in the
1950's, star formation itself was disovered by Ambartsumian, Blaauw, and a
few others. The real growth in star formation did not begin, however, until
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the late 1960's and early 1970's, when infrared and CO observations beame
possible.
This review will highlight some of the people and disoveries that led to
our modern onept of star formation, with an emphasis on the ontributions
by Lyman Spitzer, Jr. A review of the earlier history of star formation is in
Trimble (2009).
2 Early years of the ISM
In 1904, Johannes Franz Hartmann (1865-1936) in Potsdam wrote a paper
in the Astrophysial Journal, Investigations on the Spetrum and Orbit of δ
Orionis, in whih he observed narrow spetral lines from this binary system
that did not move with the Doppler motion of the stars. He remarked: this
point now led me to the quite surprising result that the alium line at λ3934
does not share in the periodi displaements of the lines aused by the orbital
motion of the star. The impliation was that the alium line was not from
the stars but from an intervening absorbing loud. This was the disovery of
the interstellar medium. Edward Emerson Barnard took photographs of light
and dark nebulae at about this same time (Barnard 1908; his famous book
of photographs was published posthumously, in 1927), but their gas and dust
ontent was not understood. It would take 20 years before a more omplete
piture of the extent of the ISM would be available, following the disovery
of pervasive interstellar reddening from dust.
Among the earliest work assoiating stars with nebulae was a paper in
1919 by A.J. Cortie, published as a guest leture for the Royal Photographi
Soiety entitled Photographi Evidene for the Formation of Stars from Neb-
ulae. Cortie noted a morphologial sequene of nebulae arranged by William
Hershel in 1811, from faint and diuse, to nuleated, then to nebulous stars
and single stars in atmospheres of nebulous light, to groups of stars in nebu-
lous light, and nally to diused star lusters and well-dened star lusters.
Cortie took photographi plates of nebulae and ommented: when the pho-
tographi plate shows thousands of stars involved in nebulous masses, suh
stars might be only optially projeted upon a bakground of far removed
nebulous matter, but when the stars are formed on the onvolutions of spirals
then the probability beomes overwhelming that the onnetion between stars
and nebulae is a truly physial one. Reall that Cortie did not know the dif-
ferene between a gaseous nebula and a galaxy, whih look about the same in
a small telesope  exept for the spirals. He also knew that stars juxtaposed
on amorphous nebular emission ould not be ertain to have formed there.
But he was fored to onlude, purely from logi, that if stars onentrate in
ertain patterns that mimi the patterns of the nebulae, as is the ase for spi-
ral nebulae (i.e., galaxies with their stellar and diuse light in spiral patterns),
then the stars had to form in these nebula. He took this as proof that stars are
born in nebulae. Of ourse we know today that stars and gas onentrate in
the spiral arms of galaxies only partly beause of star formation: the arms are
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usually ompression waves for both gas and stars, whih move together in the
wave. Why didn't Cortie onlude that stars assoiated with diuse nebulae
were born there too? I think primarily beause he did not know the dierene
between young and old stars, whih required the disovery of variable and T
Tauri stars among the low-mass stars, and short lifetimes among the high-
mass stars. Without knowing this dierene, the numerous stars assoiated
with nebula would all look the same, like random foreground objets.
An important transition ourred in the early 1920's when Gustaf Ström-
berg (1925) and others observed dierential drift of ertain groups of nearby
stars. Strömberg's paper: The Asymmetry in Stellar Motions as Determined
from Radial Veloities, showed that groups of stars with larger random mo-
tions also had larger systemati motions with respet to the Sun. He did not
know the origin of this, but Lindblad (1927) and Oort (1927) attributed it to
galati rotation, whih was disovered also through the relative motions of
globular lusters and RR Lyrae stars. Strömberg and others working on this
drift did not immediately see the onnetion with star formation  that ame
only in the 1950's when a paper involving Spitzer onjetured that these two
stellar populations had dierent formation histories. We know now that the
seond population (Pop I dened by Baade 1944), with low dispersion and
low drift, is the only one atively forming stars.
The full sale of interstellar matter was not disussed muh until Jan
Oort determined an upper limit to the mass olumn density and average
density near the sun. He reported the results in a 1932 paper entitled The
Fore Exerted by the Stellar System in the Diretion Perpendiular to the
Galati Plane and some Related Problems. In this paper, Oort determined
the gravitational aeleration on stars perpendiular to galati plane from
the distribution of stellar positions and veloities with height. He ompared
this aeleration to the predited eet from known stars to get an upper limit
on the residual mass that had to be present. He stated: We may onlude
that the total mass of nebulous or meteori matter near the sun is less than
0.05 suns p
−3
or 3 × 10−24 g m−3; it is probably less than the total mass
of visible stars, possibly muh less. This density orresponds to about 1.5
atoms m
−3
. In fat, the average ISM density is about equal to this, perhaps
less by 30%, in modern surveys. Why did Oort inlude meteori matter?
This was something Lyman Spitzer would also disuss in his ISM ourse at
Prineton University: meteori matter throughout spae would be invisible
in both emission and absorption and ould ontribute to the total mass and
gravity without any observable signature. This was long before the upper
limit to the relative baryon ontent was established from the theory of Big
Bang nuleosynthesis. The important point from Oort (1932) was that the
gas ontributes a small amount to the total disk mass. To theoretiians at the
time, suh sparsely distributed gas meant that gaseous self-gravity ould not
be very important. As a result, Spitzer and others were steered away from
self-gravity as a trigger for star formation until the mid 1960's, when disk
instabilities were rst investigated by Goldreih, Lynden Bell, and Toomre.
It turns out that disk instabilities an be important, but only on kp sales.
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In 1934, Gustaf Strömberg speulated on the origin of galati rotation,
whih was disovered several years earlier in onnetion with his observations
of dierential drift. He wrote a paper in ApJ entitled The Origin of the
Galati Rotation and of the Connetion between Physial Properties of the
Stars and their Motions. In this paper he proposed some foresighted onepts
that are still believed today. First, he suggested that tidal torques spun up
pure-gas galaxies in the early universe, when the galaxies were muh loser
to eah other than they are now. Visosity then ooled this gas and made
a thin disk. Note that gaseous ooling was not understood in detail at that
time. The proess of ollisional exitation and radiation of energy did not give
an ISM temperature until Spitzer's work 6 or 7 years later. Still, visosity
was known to exist in uid systems, so interstellar ooling was disussed in
those terms. After disk formation, Strömberg suggested that stars formed.
He went on to say that alium vapors ... and dark louds in the galaxy seem
to be the last remnants of the gaseous material from whih the stars have
been formed. Curiously, he plaed all star formation at the beginning of the
galaxy, and none in today's alium vapors.
In the same year, Walter Baade and Fritz Zwiky (1934) made a remark-
able disovery that would eventually have impliations for nearly all aspets
of interstellar matter, galaxy evolution, and star formation, but whih was
virtually ignored and unappreiated for twenty years. This was the disovery
of supernovae. Their rst paper, On Super-novae, was only 5 pages long
and was followed in the Proeedings of the National Aademy of Sienes by
another breakthrough paper Cosmi Rays from Super-novae, whih was also
5 pages long. Baade and Zwiky noted in their introdution The extensive
investigations of extragalati systems during reent years have brought to
light the remarkable fat that there exist two well-dened types of new stars
or novae whih might be distinguished as `ommon novae' and `super-novae'.
They noted that SN1885 in Andromeda and other galaxies, plus Tyho in 1572
in the Milky Way had total energies of ∼ 1051 ergs. They then alulated the
mass loss from Einstein's equation E/c2, and onluded the phenomenon of
a super-nova represents the transition of an ordinary star into a body of on-
siderably smaller mass. Evidently they were thinking that the energy loss
was from the onversion of mass into energy, whereas in fat the luminous
energy omes from gravitational binding energy of the ollapsed objet (plus
neutrino energy released from neutron binding energy during the formation
of a neutron star). They made no onnetion (and neither did anyone else
for 20 years) between this energy release and interstellar heating, motion, and
ompression, and no one suggested that it triggered star formation during
this time either. All of these interstellar proesses are now believed to be
strongly onneted with supernovae. The primary dierene then was that
the supernova rate was thought to be muh lower than it is today (by a fator
of 10). The breakthrough ame with the disovery of numerous supernova
remnants in our Galaxy and other nearby galaxies in the radio part of the
spetrum. Radio astronomy did not begin in ernest until the early 1950's.
Synhrotron emission from the osmi rays predited by Baade and Zwiky
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was not disovered until Karl Jansky in 1932 and Grote Reber in 1938 rst
deteted it with the earliest radio telesopes. The emission was not explained
until 1947, when Elder et al. saw an ar of light inside a synhrotron tube in
a laboratory at General Eletri. Synhrotron emission had been predited in
1944 by Ivanenko & Pomeranhuk. Today, we have nightly optial supernova
searhes in ountless galaxies over most of the sky.
Perhaps no disovery so emphatially exposed the interstellar medium as
that of reddening and extintion from dust. In 1934, Robert Trumpler of Lik
Observatory observed star lusters and found with inreasing luster distane
both an inrease in reddening and an inrease in extintion from magnitudes
that were too faint for their diameters. Reddening and extintion an be
determined for lusters without the need for spetra, and beause lusters are
muh brighter than stars, muh larger distanes an be overed than with
interstellar absorption lines alone (Trumpler went out to ∼ 4 kp). The
new results suggested that interstellar dust was pervasive, with a more-or-less
uniform distribution for as far as it ould be seen along the Galati plane.
Trumpler onluded: There seems to be no alternative but to interpret the
observed olor exess as being due to seletive absorption of light in spae;
this will explain not only why the olor exess is always positive but also why
we nd its largest values in the most distant lusters.
It was in this setting, in 1936, that Bart Bok of Harvard College Observa-
tory sought to establish that all stars formed at the time of the atastrophe
in the theory of the expanding universe (Lemaitre 1927), whih was thought
to be 3× 109 yrs ago from the inverse of Hubble's (1929) expansion onstant.
Bok's paper, Galati Dynamis and the Cosmi Time-Sale began by re-
alling the ommon notion that energy equipartition between stars of various
types (Seares 1922; Jeans 1934) required a very long timesale, ∼ 1013 years,
for the stellar ages. The equipartition observation was essentially that stars
have a thermal-like veloity distribution funtion (i.e., Gaussian, with low
luminosity stars moving faster than high luminosity stars). Indeed, 2-body
relaxation from star-star sattering will produe suh a funtion, and it will
take the inredibly long time mentioned by Bok. That observation drove
the notion that the universe was old. Bok argued, however, that some star
streams are not in equipartition, and that galati rotation (Lindblad-Oort)
explained why stars of dierent types have dierent properties (i.e., veloity
dispersion versus veloity lag, from Strömberg 1925). Bok also said that star
lusters should be dispersing beause they are unstable (Bok 1934). (This is
true in the sense that the N-body problem has haoti orbits for N ≥ 3 and so
multiple-star systems must eventually y apart. Spitzer was the rst to exam-
ine the real demise of isolated lusters, whih is evaporation, not instability.)
Bok noted that enounters between globular lusters and louds should pro-
mote the disruption of those lusters (this pre-dated the Spitzer-Shwarzshild
paper by 18 years). He said furthermore that lusters are unlikely to form
by random oalesene. He did not think they ould be very young, i.e., just
formed, but only that they had to be as young as the Lemaitre expansion age.
Finally, Bok said that red giants and late-type dwarfs oexist in many lusters
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yet red giants are too luminous to last more than 1010 yrs. Red giants and
dwarfs were also known to oexistent in binaries (Jeans 1929; Kuiper 1935).
Thus he onluded: The theory of the Expanding Universe indiates that a
atastrophe took plae 3 × 109 years ago, and it is tempting to plae the
origin of stars and stellar systems tentatively at the epoh of this atastro-
phe. Some of these same arguments would later be used to suggest that stars
formed even more reently than the Big Bang, but they were never taken as
denitive proof of modern star formation (unlike the observations of expand-
ing OB assoiations). Curiously, the age of meteorites was dated to about the
same value as the expansion age (Holmes 1927). So the meteorites, and most
likely the Earth, ould be assumed to have formed in the atastrophe too.
Interested readers should onsult a series of artiles disussing the age of the
universe from various points of view in Siene Volume 82 (1935).
All of these ideas ame before the ISM was systematially studied using
the full variety of atomi transitions. The rst of these studies was by Ted
Dunham, who wrote a 1937 paper in PASP entitled: Interstellar Neutral
Potassium and Neutral Calium. This paper had to wait until telesopes
were large enough and spetrometers sensitive enough to see the very faint
and narrow lines from interstellar absorption. Dunham did his work on a 32-
inh Shmidt amera attahed to the oudé fous of the 100-inh Mt. Wilson
telesope, whih was built in 1917. This was the world's largest telesope
from 1917 to 1948. The rst real physis was also on the horizon, as Dunham
ommented An attempt is being made to use the ratio CaI:CaII to determine
the abundane of eletrons in interstellar spae. Ted Dunham was born in
1897. He got an MD from Cornell in 1925 and a PhD from Prineton in 1927,
eleven years before Spitzer. He also disovered CO2 in the atmosphere of
Venus.
The rst glimmer of the existene of giant moleular louds, whih are
known today to be the primary sites of star formation, ame in an artile
by Jesse Greenstein in 1937, published in the Harvard College Observatory
Terentenary papers. The title of his artile was The Eet of Absorbing
Clouds in the General Absorption Coeient. In it he writes: It is therefore
suggested that at least a onsiderable part of the observed 'mean absorption
oeient' in low galati latitudes arises from absorption by disrete louds of
high loalized absorption. That is a pretty slow beginning to GMC researh,
and hardly worth noting onsidering that he did not know how high the
density in these louds really was, nor how old the gas was, nor even that
the louds were primarily moleular. It was part of his PhD dissertation.
Still, others eventually aknowledged the importane of Greenstein's louds
for on-going star formation, partiularly Lyman Spitzer (1958), as we shall
see momentarily.
Jesse Greenstein, born in 1909 in New York City, was one of the most
prominent young astronomers working on interstellar matter in the late 1930's,
when Lyman got his PhD. A seond was Bengt Strömgren, born in 1908
and the son of another Danish astronomer, Elis Strömgren. Bengt Bengt
Strömgren grew up during the heyday of the fantasti new theory of quantum
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Figure 1: Lyman Spitzer, Jr. (right) and Henry Norris Russell, his thesis
advisor, most likely in Prineton in the early 1940's.
mehanis with a reputation as a brilliant student and Niels Bohr as a family
friend. At age 30, Bengt wrote a paper for the Astrophysial Journal, The
Physial State of Interstellar Hydrogen, in whih he disussed the reent
disovery by Struve and Elvey (1938) of Balmer emission lines from ionized
nebulae. He states: It is found that the Balmer-like emission should be
limited to ertain rather sharply bounded regions in spae surrounding O-type
stars or lusters of O-type stars. This onlusion ontrasted with the notion
put forward by one of the most eminent astronomers of the day, Sir Arthur
Eddington, who said the ISM should not be signiantly ionized beause
Hydrogen is so strongly absorbing that the radiation annot esape the viinity
of a star. Strömgren reasoned however, that the highly ionized region lose to
the star would be transparent to the Lyman ontinuum stellar radiation, whih
ould therefore penetrate muh further into spae than the optial path length
for neutral absorption. Only after a long path of partially neutral hydrogen
would enough total absorption our to remove ompletely the ionizing light,
and at that point, the transition to neutral would be very sudden. Thus he
onluded that spae would be divided into fully ionized gas and virtually
non-ionized gas, with little volume in intermediate form. We all learn about
Strömgren early in our studies beause of the ionized regions that bear his
name.
3 Lyman Spitzer's Early Work
At this point, Lyman Spitzer, Jr., enters the sene. Lyman was born in 1914
and raised in Ohio as the son of a prominent box manufaturer. There is still
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a Spitzer Building in downtown Toledo, a Registered National Landmark,
that omes from the family business. Lyman attended the private shool An-
dover and then Yale as an undergraduate, after whih he went to Cambridge
University for a year to study with Sir Arthur Eddington. There he wrote a
paper on Non-Coherent Dispersion and the Formation of Fraunhofer Lines
(1936). He returned to the United States to get his PhD in 1938 at Prine-
ton University, working with Henry Norris Russell, one of the most respeted
theoretiians of the time (see Figure 1). Lyman's thesis was on The Spetra
of Late Supergiant Stars (1938a). This was followed by similar papers New
Solutions of the Equation of Radiative Transfer (1938b) and Spetra of M
Supergiant Stars (1939a). These are interesting papers beause his analysis
suggested the existene of a slow wind from red supergiants. Thinking about
these stars would also have gotten him into the same frame of mind as Bart
Bok three years earlier, i.e., that the stars are so luminous they must be short
lived. Yet Lyman does not omment on this as evidene for on-going star
formation until later.
Lyman Spitzer's rst paper on something like the ISM was also among the
rst to apply gas kineti theory to a topi in star formation. In 1939(b) he
published The Dissipation of Planetary Filaments in rebuttal of the theory
by Lyttleton (1936) and Jereys (1929) in whih the planets were proposed
to have formed in tidal laments drawn out from the Sun during a near-
ollision with another star. This planet formation theory was not as razy
as it might seem today. Reall that the stars were thought to be 1013 years
old from the observation of kineti equilibrium (Bok's paper refuting this was
not until 1936) and yet the Earthly roks and meteorites were known to be
only several Gyr old from radioative deay. Thus the planets had to form
long after the sun, and there was plenty of time during this long wait, 1013
years, for a near ollision with another star to our. Suh ollisions would
indeed make tidal debris, and this debris ould in priniple, ool to make the
planets. Henry Norris Russell (1934) suggested the debris was from a former
binary ompanion that was disrupted during an enounter with a third star.
What Lyman showed was that for either ase the debris oming o a star was
so hot, and the density so low, that the gas would expand into the vauum
of spae before atomi ollisions and subsequent radiation ould ool it. It
would not form planets, but would only evaporate. This rebuttal apparently
had onsiderable inuene beause the theory seemed to have dropped from
general disussion, exept for ounter rebuttals by Lyttleton over the next few
years.
In 1940, at age 26 and only 2 years from his PhD, Lyman made one of
his most important disoveries and started a new eld of researh that would
lead to many papers and the lassi book Dynamial Evolution of Globular
Clusters (1988). This was his paper The Stability of Isolated Clusters. In
this paper he notes that energy equipartition means a star luster should
establish an isothermal veloity distribution, in whih ase it should extend
to innity if it has no boundary pressure. How an this be? he asks. The
answer is that the luster evaporates over time. Random motions populate
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the high veloity tail of the isothermal Gaussian distribution funtion, and
the stars in the tail, beyond some uto, have a speed that exeeds the esape
speed from the luster. He used the pi/2 deetion time from Jeans (1929) and
Smart (1938), along with the virial theorem, to alulate the rate of mass loss.
He also onsidered entrally ondensed lusters and a range of stellar masses.
The timesale he derived for a typial galati luster would be rather short
if only the visible stars were used, but he did not onsider this ase. Instead
he showed that the timesale would be long (1012 yrs), as required to save
appearanes in the popular model, if the average star mass were small, 0.1 M⊙.
For example, he noted that NGC 2129 would have a relaxation time of ∼ 107
yrs, and therefore had to form less than the ommonly aepted value of 109
yrs ago, unless it lost half of its mass and had few low-mass stars left. Today,
we onsider the short lives of lusters to be one of the many proofs that star
formation is ontinuous, and we use luster age distributions to derive star
formation histories. How ould Lyman have missed what is so obvious to us
today? He simply did not know the stellar initial mass funtion, whih was
not disovered until 1955.
The history of our understanding of star formation is an example, like
many others in siene, of an inredible resistane to new ideas during a tran-
sition time when old ideas, however absurd they appear to us now, ould not
be learly disproved, and new ideas, however obvious they are to us now,
ould not be unambiguously demonstrated. There were many signs in the
1940's and even earlier that stars had to form ontinuously, but they were
not even seen, let alone reognized, by most astronomers before the disov-
eries of important empirial laws (e.g., stellar mass funtions) and ertain
key astronomial objets (e.g., radio Supernova Remnants, Giant Moleular
Clouds, pre-main sequene stars, pre-stellar ores, et.). Knowing what we
know now, we an see lues about star formation in even the earliest observa-
tions (Hershel's nebulae, for example), but either no one ould see these lues
at the time or no one felt bold enough to speulate in print about a world
view so dierent than the norm. In the 1940's, they were still wondering how
the Universe ould be as young as the Hubble expansion time and yet have
equipartition in the motions of stars.
Spitzer's next paper introdued another whole eld of researh that would
soon have a diret bearing on star formation, although not in a way that led
to its ready aeptane as a urrent proess. This was his paper on The
Dynamis of the Interstellar Medium: I Loal Equilibrium, published by the
Astrophysial Journal as the rst of three parts on this general topi in 1941-
1942. Lyman was at Yale University when he wrote this trilogy. In this rst
paper, he derived the negative harge on dust, the ISM visosity, and the
timesale for dust drag through gas. He also introdued the terms HI and HII
regions. He made the interesting omment: although equipartition of energy
probably exists in any small region of interstellar spae, large-sale turbulene
or galati urrents are not ruled out for this reason, whih indiates he was
thinking about turbulene, but not very enthusiastially.
In fat it was the same year that the Russian statistiian A.N. Kolmogorov
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published The Loal Struture of Turbulene in Inompressible Visous Fluid
for Very Large Reynolds Numbers. This was the beginning of the famous
Kolmogorov law of relatively veloity saling as the 1/3 power of relative
distane. Also in this year, Fritz Zwiky published Reynolds Number for
Extragalati Nebulae, whih, like Spitzer's paper, ontained a derivation
of the visosity and a omment on turbulene. However, Zwiky was a bit
louder, saying in the abstrat, turbulent ows will play a major role in the
morphology of nebulae. Here he means nebulae as galaxies beause he says
The rst indispensable ornerstone for the hydrodynami analysis of nebulae
is laid through a disussion of the range of Reynolds' number R both for stellar
systems proper and for the systems of interstellar gases whih may be present
in the form of a matrix of a stellar system. The onsideration of turbulene
as an integral part of the story of the ISM, in terms of power soures, gas
motions, loud strutures, and even the formation of louds and stars, always
seemed far from Lyman's mind. This will arise on other oasions too, as we
shall see momentarily.
In the seond of his 1941 trilogy, entitled The Dynamis of the Interstellar
Medium: II Radiation Pressure, Lyman onsidered the eet of radiation
pressure from eld stars on dust. He showed that dust and gas are usually
oupled, and that the radiative fore on dust is stronger than the radiative
fore on gas. Then he proposed that dust partiles are pushed together by
bakground starlight through a shadowing eet in whih eah partile in a
pair shadows the other, giving an inverse square law of mutual attration. In
fat, the radiative fore attrating two dust partiles was alulated to exeed
200 times the gravitational fore between them. Combining this with what
was then thought to be the gas-to-dust mass ratio of 10 (instead of 100 as we
believe today), he onluded that radiation pressure dominates gravitational
self-attration in the ISM. This was his mehanism of loud and star formation
 radiative attration between dust grains  to whih he adhered for more than
ten years. Lyman laimed: Suh a fore is learly of great importane in the
formation and equilibrium of ondensations within the medium.
Before dismissing this idea too quikly, we should onsider again the ob-
servations of the time. Interstellar gas was viewed as extremely rareed, so
self-gravity in the gas alone was weak, exept on galati sales, and then
rotation and shear interfere. This is still true for the formation of the largest
louds (107 M⊙), whih ontain GMCs as subunits. The dierene today is
that we take loud fragmentation for granted (Hoyle's theory on fragmenta-
tion was proposed 12 years after 1941), and we understand how azimuthal
fores, espeially with an azimuthal magneti eld, an mitigate the inuene
of rotation and shear (from the 1980's and 1990's). But to Lyman in 1941,
the ISM seemed too low in density to have made stars at the beginning of the
universe when it had to do that, and any assistane from radiation pressure
was welome.
The third of Lyman's trilogy, published in 1942, was entitled The Dy-
namis of the Interstellar Medium: III Galati Distribution. This was a
remarkable paper. He determined the heat dissipation rate in the ISM from
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Figure 2: Lyman Spitzer, Jr. in his oe at Prineton University, when I
was his student, around 1973. This was the time of the Copernius satellite,
whih observed interstellar absorption lines in the ultraviolet.
atomi ollisional proesses and showed that ooling is so rapid the gas annot
maintain a 3D struture in elliptial galaxies. Therefore the diuse light in
elliptials had to ome from numerous unresolved stars, not from sattering
o of dust grains. He then wondered what happened if the ool gas settled
to the enter of the elliptial galaxy. Using the virial theorem, he derived
a maximum gas mass for stability in the presene of a distribution of stars.
This derivation is like that for a pressurized isothermal sphere (whih was not
derived until 15 years later), but with bakground stellar gravity replaing
the loud boundary pressure as a ontaining fore. If the nulear gas loud
is too massive, it annot support itself and must ollapse. He also derived
in this paper the more-famous sech2(z/z0) solution for the vertial equilib-
rium of density in a self-gravitating isothermal sheet. He proposed that if the
ooling gas in an elliptial fell to a plane, then the sale height of the ISM in
that plane would be 10-100 p. Suh a medium would probably be unstable
and would perhaps ondense into stars, meteorites, or large dark bodies, he
onluded. He then went on to propose that a thin layer of dark matter
exists in elliptial galaxies, and he derived the resulting vertial prole for
starlight above this layer, omparing it with observations (from Oort 1940).
Over the next few years, Lyman returned to the topis of radiative transfer
in stellar atmospheres, the temperature of interstellar matter, and harged
dust. These were the war years when he worked mostly on the theory of sonar.
In 1946, following the development of the V2 roket in Germany, he published
his famous paper for the RAND orporation Astronomial Advantages of
an Extra-Terrestrial Observatory. In it he ites the importane of ground
state absorption transitions in interstellar atoms, whih are mostly in the uv
and an be seen only from spae, and the desirability of getting above the
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Figure 3: Martin Shwarzshild (left) with Lyman Spitzer, Jr. at a demon-
stration of Projet Stratosope, probably in the late 1950's. A model of the
telesope gondola is on the table. Note the Stratosope and Sun image on
Martin's nektie.
turbulent atmosphere to avoid blurred images. This eventually led to the
Orbiting Astronomial Observatory series of telesopes, of whih Lyman had
the third, named Copernius. It was launhed in 1972 (1 year from the 500th
anniversary of the birth of Copernius). I was a graduate student then at
Prineton, and Copernius aused quite a stir in the department when it found
widespread moleular Hydrogen in diuse louds, OVI absorption from 105 K
gas, elemental depletion in dust, and many of the ground-state transitions
from important atoms that Lyman had predited nearly 30 years earlier. His
seond predition, lear images from spae, would not be realized for another
21 years, when the Hubble Spae Telesope reeived its rst serviing mission
(in 1993, orretive mirrors were inserted to ompensate for guring errors
in the primary). Projet Stratosope (1957-1971) ame rst, taking lear
images from the top of the atmosphere with a 12 mirror initially and then a
36 mirror hanging from a Balloon. Lyman's olleague at Prineton, Martin
Shwarzshild, ran the projet (Fig. 3).
There was one important paper during the war years that should be men-
tioned in this hronology, that of Walter Baade in 1944 entitled: The Res-
olution of Messier 32, NGC 205, and the Central Region of the Andromeda
Nebula. Here, Baade desribed photographs of these objets taken for the
rst time with red-sensitive plates, showing resolution into stars. The result-
ing Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for these stars was found to be the same as
that for globular lusters in the Milky Way. He stated: This leads to the
further onlusion that the stellar populations of the galaxies fall into two
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distint groups, one represented by the well-known H-R diagram of the stars
in our solar neighborhood (the slow-moving stars), the other by that of the
globular lusters. Charateristi of the rst group (type I) are highly luminous
O- and B-type stars and open lusters; of the seond (type II), short-period
Cepheids and globular lusters. Early-type nebulae (E-Sa) seem to have pop-
ulations of the pure type II. Both types seem to oexist in the intermediate
and late-type nebulae. Baade noted that Jan Oort had reognized these two
populations in the Milky Way in 1926. The importane of this observation
ould not be lost on Lyman Spitzer and others who had long reognized that
Type I stars always our in onjuntion with gaseous nebulae and extintion,
as in the spiral arms of galaxies, while Type II stars never do.
Thus, in 1948, and again in 1949, Spitzer wrote reviews on The Formation
of Stars. First repeating a lot of what Bart Bok said in 1936, Lyman stated
that the prevailing ideas needed revision. All stars were supposed to begin
at the same mass and burn down over time, but this ould not be right. He
laimed: the universe is too young for most stars to radiate away their matter;
Uranium on the Earth annot be explained by ontamination from the sun,
and some lusters should not last long before evaporation. This all meant
something happened about three billion years ago. If the universe was not
reated then, it was ertainly very extensively reorganized; some sort of osmi
explosion apparently took plae at that time. He went on to note the high
luminosity of supergiant stars, stating We onlude that these supergiant
stars have probably formed within the last hundred million years.
Then Spitzer presented other evidene for star formation: supergiant stars
found only near interstellar louds; supergiant stars found only in spiral galax-
ies, and louds of matter between the stars found only in spiral galaxies,
espeially Andromeda. He stated, the observational evidene indiating a
physial onnetion between louds and supergiant stars is very strong. And
then ame a plausible piture for the birth of a star: ... start with an in-
terstellar gas, formed at the same time as the rest of the universe... the rst
step in the proess is then the slow ondensation of interstellar grains ... after
these grains have reahed a ertain size, the radiative attration between them
fores them together and they drift toward eah other, forming an obsuring
loud in a time of about ten million years ... the radiative fore beomes
ineetive when the louds beome opaque ... at this point, gravitation takes
over ... small opaque louds of this type, alled globules, have been known for
some time...
Clearly he was still thinking in the ontext of the prevailing notion that
most star formation began at the time the galaxy formed. Thus grains had to
form rst. He made a singular exeption for supergiant stars, whih he said
formed from gas louds within the last several hundred million years. He was
also still using his radiation pressure theory, whih we know today is inorret.
But the basi steps of loud formation followed by star formation are present
in his writing. He also noted One of the hief problems onerns the angular
momentum of this prestellar globule ... perhaps turbulent motions arry the
angular momentum away...  (he attributed this to German astronomers,
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probably meaning von Weizsäker as desribed below). In this ountry the
possibility has been advaned that a galati magneti eld might produe
eletrial eddy urrents in a rotating protostar, whih would then damp out
the angular momentum ... (this probably ame from the observation of
interstellar polarization, published by Hiltner and Hall in 1949). Lyman later
worked with Leon Mestel of Sussex University (1956) on angular momentum
damping by magneti elds in protostars.
Fred Whipple added to Lyman's ideas in an important way. In 1946, be-
fore Lyman's review artiles but at a time when his work must have been well
known outside the published literature, Whipple wrote a paper for ApJ enti-
tled Conentrations of the Interstellar Medium. In it he said that ambient
radiation pressure is far too slow as a formation mehanism for stars in the
general ISM. He proposed instead the same model for the interiors of Taurus-
like louds, where the extintion is about 1 magnitude. The mehanism was
still slow, as it required extremely slow protostellar veloities (meters per se-
ond) for ondensations to sit around long enough to ollet the gas in this way,
but it was muh better than in the ambient medium. Thus Whipple onluded
that stars formed by onentration of the interstellar material would be ex-
peted to our in lusters rather than singly. He was thinking of supergiant
stars for the ase of urrent star formation, like Spitzer. He also noted that
the Taurus loud masses and veloities are similar to those of lusters. This
was the rst suggestion that young stars prefer the luster environment and
that known interstellar louds have the right general properties to make the
known star lusters. Yet we have to ask why this radiation pressure theory
lasted so long if it required suh extreme onditions. The answer apparently
goes bak to the lak of a basi alibration of the dust-to-gas mass ratio. The
gas mass ould not be measured from the available optial absorption lines
without a lot of assumptions about radiative and ollisional equilibria. In fat,
the gas-to-dust ratio was rst derived after radio astronomy began, using the
HI line at 21-m to get the gas mass. Arthur Edward Lilley (1955) did this
for his PhD Dissertation at Harvard College Observatory. Lilley's publiation
aknowledged Spitzer for helpful disussions.
We should also ask why Lyman onsidered the reent formation of only
supergiant stars. This again stemmed from the lak of any onept of an
initial mass funtion, not to mention the even greater mystery that we annot
solve today, why the IMF is so onstant in the loal universe. Without the
IMF (and without knowledge of pre-main sequene traks on the HR diagram,
pre-main sequene winds, pre-main sequene variability, and everything else
about star formation that we have learned in the mean time), only the most
obvious super-luminous stars ould be laimed to be young in the 1940's.
The year 1946 also ontained another remarkable paper on star formation
by Kenneth Essex Edgeworth, an engineer by profession and, uriously, inde-
pendent disoverer of the Trans-Neptunian (Kuiper Belt) objets. Edgeworth
lived in Ireland and wrote in MNRAS Some Aspets of Stellar Evolution
 I. Here he outlined what is essentially today's theory of star formation,
jumping deades over Lyman Spitzer's work, but then promptly dismissed it
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for lak of any orroborating evidene. The theory of gravitational insta-
bility xes a minimum distane between ondensations, and it is shown that
this rule involves the onlusion that the stars must have been formed at a
temperature very little above the absolute zero, a result whih appears to be
highly improbable. He also noted that the angular momentum from galati
rotation is too large to form the solar system and stated in his seond paper
that star formation by suessive ondensations (i.e., hierarhial fragmenta-
tion) overomes these problems. However, in that ase stars should form in
enormous lusters (105 stars), whih they don't (he said). Finally, in paper
III he suggested that the rotating gas disk of a galaxy, at a temperature of
∼ 103 K, breaks up into azimuthal laments, whih break up into stars follow-
ing the removal of heat. The residual material around eah star makes planets.
Let's examine these ideas in turn. First, it is ommonly aknowledged today
that stars form by predominantly self-gravitational fores in the ISM, starting
with loud formation on kp sales, and then with self-gravity ontributing to
the formation of GMCs, luster-forming ores in GMCs, and even individual
stars. This gets all the way down to individual stars preisely beause the
temperature where stars form is nearly absolute zero, perhaps 8K in a typial
pre-stellar ore. Seond, hierarhial fragmentation did not beome popular
until Hoyle (1953), but Edgeworth noted that it solved the temperature prob-
lem: with higher densities loser to the nal at of star formation, extremely
low temperatures are not so important to get the harateristi unstable mass
in the range of a single star. However, hierarhial fragmentation means that
stars should form in hierarhial patterns (whih we know today is true) and
also that stars should form in giant omplexes of 104 M⊙ or more (whih we
also know now to be true). Edgeworth ruled out both senarios for lak of
evidene. Finally, his preferred model overame angular momentum by rst
forming azimuthal laments, whih then fragment along their lengths into
stars. Muh of star formation is in fat lamentary (e.g., Teixeira, Lada &
Alves 2005), and the giant galati laments he envisioned are a lot like spiral
arms. So Edgeworth was essentially right beause he did the appropriate the-
ory orretly, but he ould not have known he was right beause there were
no observations of the key preditions of his model. He would have to wait
24 years for the disovery of ultraold CO in Orion. He died two years after
this CO disovery, by the way, in 1972. (For a biography of Edgeworth, see
Hollis 1996).
The inuene of Bart Bok on the formative phase of modern star forma-
tion should not be underestimated. While he and others were debating the
ages of stars and the mehanisms of primordial star formation, Bart was also
investigating loal louds that appeared most likely to be sites of atual star
formation  then or now. In his paper with Edith Reilly in 1947, they said
In reent years several authors have drawn attention to the possibility of
the formation of stars from ondensations in the interstellar medium (Spitzer
1941b, Whipple 1946). It is therefore neessary to survey the evidene for
the presene in our galaxy of relatively small dark nebulae, sine these prob-
ably represent the evolutionary stage just preeding the formation of a star.
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These words are not followed by any lariation as to whether they meant
the urrent formation of low-mass stars (as opposed to supergiant stars whih
Spitzer and Whipple disussed), or the primeval formation of low-mass stars.
In any ase, Bok eventually proposed that low-mass stars form today in suh
louds, and he studied them for many years, nding onrmation of his ideas
in the late 1970's (e.g., Bok 1978). Bart Bok died at age 77 in 1983.
4 A Proli Sientist in the 1950's
Spitzer's work to establish the general properties of the diuse ISM reahed
a pinnale in the 1950s, at whih point he began to divert his attention to
plasma physis and the Stellarator (Eliezer & Eliezer 2001) at rst, and then
spae telesopes later on. In 1950, Lyman wrote The Temperature of In-
terstellar Matter: III, in whih he summarized the important temperatures
and densities: HII regions have a temperature of ∼ 10, 000 K, HI regions,
60 K to 200 K, the average atomi density is ∼ 1 m−3, the density inside
diuse louds is ∼ 10 m−3, and the density between the louds is ∼ 0.1
m
−3
. These and other observations of the diuse ISM were the basis of his
famous book Diuse Matter in Spae (1968). He also referred to Greenstein
(1946) for the density of the Orion nebula: 102 − 103 m−3. An interesting
omment in Spitzer's paper was that a substantial abundane of H2 must be
onsidered when the dust density exeeds 10−12 m−3. He would later be
the rst to prove this with his Copernius observations. (Carruthers [1970℄
disovered interstellar H2 with roket-born telesopes, but detailed measure-
ments by Spitzer's team in the mid-1970's using Copernius showed learly
the onditions under whih H2 would form).
Also in 1950, Lyman wrote a famous paper with Walter Baade on Stellar
Populations and Collisions of Galaxies, in whih he proposed that S0 galaxies
are stripped of their gas by diret ollisions between former spirals. He argued
that the ollision speed would be so large in a luster of galaxies that the
individual stellar orbits in eah galaxy would hardly deet; only the gas
would be aeted by ram-pressure shoking. Of ourse, we know now that
diret galaxy ollisions make a big mess with the stellar orbits hanging so
ompletely that an elliptial galaxy an result. (Stars satter in the hanging
potentials of the whole galaxies, not just o other stars as Spitzer proposed.)
This paper also stated, however, that additional stripping ould ome from
the ollision between a luster spiral and the gas debris from former galaxy
ollisions. This is in fat what is likely to happen, if we onsider that the
debris he mentions is seen today as part of the hot intraluster medium (e.g.,
Kenney, van Gorkom, & Vollmer 2004).
Another interesting paper, A Theory of Interstellar Polarization, was
published in 1951 with John W. Tukey, a fellow Prineton professor who
laimed greater distintion later as the o-inventor of the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (with James Cooley in 1965). This paper exlaimed that the polar-
ization of starlight from distant stars, found by Hiltner and Hall, is perhaps
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one of the most unexpeted disoveries of modern astrophysis. The au-
thors proposed that polarization is aused by the alignment of iron partiles
in grains, muh like iron lings align parallel to the eld lines surrounding a
bar magnet. A ontemporary theory by Davis and Greenstein (1951) is now
better aepted: grains damp their energy while onserving angular momen-
tum in the loal eld diretion. The result is an alignment of elongated grains
perpendiular to the eld, around whih they spin like propellers.
A spate of papers in 1951 and 1952 ontained several key disoveries: a
study of CH and CH
+
moleules in diuse louds (Bates & Spitzer 1951),
2-photon emission from Hydrogen in planetary nebulae (Spitzer & Greenstein
1951), stellar sattering by giant loud omplexes (Spitzer & Shwarzshild
1951), metalliity dierenes between high and low veloity stars (Shwarz-
shild, Spitzer, & Wildt 1951), observations of interstellar sodium (Spitzer
& Oke 1952), disovery of the variation of the ratio of alium to sodium
with loud veloity (Routly & Spitzer 1952), and supersoni motions in dif-
fuse louds (Spitzer & Skumanih 1952). Also in 1952, Lyman published
The Equations of Motion for an Ideal Plasma, (Spitzer 1952), whih began
his long-time development of the Stellarator Fusion Devie at the Forrestal
Campus in Prineton.
Another important paper in 1951 should be mentioned at this point. Baron
C.F. von Weizsäker (1912-2007), one of the independent inventors of the
CNO fusion yle in stars, published a paper The Evolution of Galaxies and
Stars, in whih he outlined an ISM model where turbulene plays a en-
tral role. He applied it to the time of galaxy formation, so like others, he
was not proposing that stars form today. Nevertheless, it was foresighted in
its sope. He said, for example, Gas in osmi spae is moving aording
to hydrodynamis, mostly in a turbulent and ompressible manner. He in-
luded the Kolmogorov law of veloities, disussed the resulting hierarhy of
louds, the formation of attened, spinning, entrally ondensed disks, and
the ompetition between osmi expansion and turbulene ompression. He
also said Irregular nebulae must be young, spirals intermediate, elliptial
nebulae generally old. Spiral struture is the distortion of turbulent louds
by nonuniform rotation. These statements would pretty muh t in with
modern disussions. However, he stuk to the prevailing notion by also saying
that young stars, by whih he meant those in spiral arms, seem to be, more
exatly, rejuvenated stars, whih means they arete interstellar matter to
replae their fusion loss. They are not really young: Stars ould be formed
as long as there were no stars present, beause stellar radiation inhibits the
ontration of louds to form new stars. Still, he explained orretly that
stars rotate beause of loud turbulene, they lose their angular momentum
by magneti-hydrodynami proess, and they form planetary or double-star
disks in the proess. He identied the harateristi mass for stars as the
thermal Jeans mass for temperatures that are several degrees above absolute
zero.
Von Weizsäker also proposed that giant stars have ondensed ores with
slowly expanding atmospheres, and that they form planetary nebulae. He
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said giants an be old stars. It is therefore neessary to nd a model for at
least some giants that will provide an energy soure whih will outlast nulear
energy soures. The only suient soure known in the physis of today is
gravitation. Enough gravitational energy an be available only if the giant
ontains a highly ondensed ore... The radiation pressure must drive the
atmosphere outward.... A planetary nebula would then be a speial type of
giant in whih the atmosphere happens to be transparent to visible light. As
far as I know, no alulations for suh models have as yet been made. This
is essentially today's model of planetary nebulae.
The turbulent model of the ISM gained some following in papers by von
Hoerner (1951), Chandrasekhar & Münh (1952), Minkowski (1955), and Wil-
son et al. (1959), but Spitzer did not follow their lead. In his 1954 roket-eet
paper with Oort entitled Aeleration of Interstellar Clouds by O-type Stars,
the authors investigated the origin of loud motions. They wrote against the
turbulent model: Von Weizsäker (1948, 1949) has proposed that the motions
an be regarded as turbulene generated by dierential galati rotation, and
he suggests that the spread of relative veloities with a region will vary as the
ube root of the size of the region, as in isotropi turbulene. ... However,
there is some question as to whether the theory of isotropi turbulene in an
inompressible uid an atually be applied to supersoni motions of a gas
with large density utuations in a rotating galaxy. ... The piture we obtain
looks rather dierent from what would be expeted on the theory of turbu-
lent motions. Instead of more or less ontiguous vorties, we nd onentrated
louds that are often separated by muh larger spaes of negligible density.
Whenever two suh louds ollide, there will be onsiderable losses of kineti
energy, and it is unertain whether the transfer of energy from the rotation
of the Galaxy .. to smaller and smaller eddies.. an maintain the veloities of
the louds at their observed level. Oort and Spitzer were orret in their rea-
soning: the ISM is not a swirl of eddies, and gas ollisions ontain shoks that
dissipate energy all at one, not in a steady asade to smaller and smaller
sales. However ISM turbulene is strongly driven (by supernovae, among
other things), and the ompressed regions (shells, louds) hit eah other and
frature multiple times, making a hierarhial struture anyway (see models in
de Avillez, & Breitshwerdt 2007). These proesses would have been impossi-
ble to visualize and quantify before modern omputer simulations. Moreover,
the enormous energy they require would not be evident for another 20 years,
when OVI was disovered by Spitzer's Copernius telesope (Jenkins & Meloy
1974). Only then was the enormous inuene of supernovae on the dynamis
of the interstellar medium fully appreiated (e.g., MKee & Ostriker 1977).
An important puzzle regarding diuse loud motions, disovered by Routly
& Spitzer in 1951, was nally solved by Spitzer in his 1954 paper Behavior
of Matter in Spae. There he explains why the ratio of sodium to alium
in diuse loud absorption lines varies with loud speed: in the low veloity
louds alium atoms are mostly loked up in the grains, while the sodium
atoms are not. ... The normal ratio in high veloity louds ould then be
attributed to general evaporation or dissoiation of the grains produed at the
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same time that the louds were aelerated. Many of the results produed
by the Copernius satellite in the mid-1970's would involve measurements of
gas depletion onto grains (see review by Spitzer & Jenkins 1975).
5 The Beginnings of Modern Star Formation
We have followed the history of Lyman Spitzer's studies of ISM and star for-
mation, whih was mostly primordial star formation, up to the point where
the key disovery of modern-day star formation was made. Viktor A. Am-
bartsumian began publishing his ideas in the Russian journals in 1948 and
1949, and presented them to the Western world at the Colloque International
d'Astrophysique tenu à Liége in 1953. Here he stated: only the detailed
study of O- and T- assoiations made it lear that a simultaneous origin of
stars in groups is a general rule... as long as stellar assoiations are systems
with positive total energy, i.e., unstable and expanding systems, their lifetime
must be rather short (of the order of 107 years for O-assoiations and 106
years for T-assoiations). Then he alulated the ratio of the galaxy age to
the assoiation age, and showed from this that all stars in the galaxy ould
have formed in assoiations ontinuously over time. This nal step was the
key piee of theory that tied together the whole onept of modern-day star
formation. There was no ambiguity anymore.
Viktor Ambartsumian was born in 1908 in Tbilisi, whih is now the ap-
ital of the Republi of Georgia. In 1932 he published On the Radiative
Equilibrium of a Planetary Nebula in the Bulletin de l'Observatoire entral
Poulkovo, laying the groundwork for the theory of gaseous nebulae. In 1936 he
solved a problem in the onversion of stellar radial speeds to physial speeds,
whih led to his State Prize of the Russian Federation in 1995. During the
Seond World War, he solved problems of radiative transfer in media with
variable sattering, absorption, and index of refration using novel invariane
priniples. He was awarded the Stalin Prize for this in 1946. For his disovery
of expanding OB assoiations, we was awarded another Stalin Prize in 1950.
Ambartsumian lived until 1996.
Ambartsumian's results on expanding OB assoiations were known to
Adriaan Blaauw before the Liége onferene in 1953, as Blaauw wrote about
them in his 1952 paper entitled The Age and Evolution of the ζ Persei Group
of O- and B-type Stars. There Blaauw stated: The hypothesis of the o-
urrene of suh expansive motions has been reently introdued by Ambart-
sumian in order to explain the presene of the large but sparsely populated
groups of early-type stars, alled `O-assoiations' by this author (Ambartsum-
ian 1949). Blaauw derived an expansion age for the Per OB assoiation of
1.3 Myr, whih is small ompared to the nulear age of these massive stars,
< 7 Myr. Blaauw also noted the Barnard dark louds nearby and laimed a
geneti relation with the group is very probable. Thus we have by 1952 the
onept of urrent star formation in dense dark louds.
Earlier indiret indiations of urrent star formation an easily be found.
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In 1948, for example, George Herbig wrote his PhD Dissertation on A Study
of Variable Stars in Nebulosity. He was studying the T Tauri lass of stars,
as disovered by Joy (1945), and other variable stars in nebulae. However,
Herbig did not mention that these stars ould be young until his 1952 paper
in JRASC, in whih he said If these are normal stars, the question arises if
they are ordinary eld objets that have moved into the nebulae and exhibit
emission spetra and light variations as a result of some interation proess
with the nebular material, or whether they are young stars that have been
formed within the louds. The Russian astronomers V. Ambartsumian and
P. Kholopov, in their studies of stellar assoiations, have given the name T-
assoiations to the groups of irregular variables in the dark louds of Taurus,
Corona Australis, and elsewhere. They believe that the T-assoiations are
omposed of newly formed, main-sequene stars, whih in the early stages
of their lives behave as unstable objets with irregular variations in light.
Some new evidene that may support this hypothesis of Ambartsumian and
Kholopov will be presented later, but it will be seen that this evidene is
somewhat ambiguous. The question may be regarded as the most fundamental
one in the subjet at the present time. The ambiguity, Herbig later laimed,
derived from the possibility that the peuliar emission from these stars omes
from their interation with the surrounding nebulosity, rather than the stellar
photospheres. There are also many other stars in typial T-Tauri regions that
do not have peuliar spetra.
The transition to full aeptane of the star formation hypothesis was
rather mixed around the world. By 1953 Öpik proposed immediately that
stellar assoiations got their expansion from supernova-indued star forma-
tion, and in 1955, Oort proposed the expansion ame from HII-region indued
triggering. The right answer about expansion ame from Zwiky (1953), how-
ever: As the priniple ause for the eventual expansion of the luster we
propose phenomena whih are apable of dispersing the gas loud. As a
onsequene of this dispersal the little star luster must of neessity expand
itself beause the veloity dispersion whih it aquired (Virial theorem) in
its stationary assoiation with the gas loud annot be held in hek by the
muh redued mass of the star luster alone. He went on to suggest that
supernovae disrupt the loud. In fat, pre-main sequene winds and HII re-
gions mostly disrupt star-forming louds, but stellar dispersal follows from
this loud disruption more than anything else. Disruption also follows from a
seond proess that Zwiky named: Uneven dispersal of the enveloping gas
loud by one of the agents mentioned will be quite suient to aelerate
the imbedded stars outward to terminal veloities as high as those observed.
That is, loud disruption leads to moving loud piees, and embedded stars
follow these piees into the surrounding assoiation. However, Zwiky used
his theory of expanding assoiations to assert that the stars did not have to
form in the loud, that they ould have been old stars that areted loud
mass to beome early-type stars.
Still, there was no stopping the reognition of OB assoiations as an im-
portant lass of objets. In 1953, Morgan, Whitford and Code disovered
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the spiral arms of the Milky Way using the positions of OB assoiations, and
Guido Münh showed through their veloities that gas louds also follow these
spirals. Blaauw, Herbig, and many others quikly adopted the star formation
model and found ready explanation for peuliar spetra and variability, lus-
tering assoiated with nebulosity, and other previous observations.
The theory of stellar evolution was onverging on the idea of young stars
at the same time. Edwin Salpeter (1952) disovered the triple alpha fusion
proess in red giant ores, and noted the plausible formation of heavier ele-
ments inside massive stars, following Hoyle (1946). In oering an explanation
for the newly disovered (Shwarzshild, Spitzer, & Wildt 1951) dierene
in metalliity for Population I and II stars, Shwarzshild & Spitzer (1953)
orretly stated We may tentatively onlude that white dwarfs, just as the
heavy elements in Population I stars, are the produts of nulear reations
ourring during the life of the Galaxy. But they were still thinking that
this enrihment, like star formation itself, happened long ago: It would not
appear to us too surprising if heavy stars had been muh more ommon in
the early days of the Galaxy...It seems possible that the bulk of the heavy
elements, as well as the white dwarfs, were aused by the deaths of massive
stars, mainly in the early phase of the life of our Galaxy. Even so, they nally
gave up on the laim that radiation pressure was the ause of star formation,
noting that the metalliity eet was too large to be explained by dieren-
tial dust drift. Yet, Greenstein in 1956 ommented on the same observation:
We have evidene that the interiors, as well as the surfaes of the stars of
Population II, are poor in C,N,O and the metals. He referened Chamber-
lain & Aller (1951), Martin and Barbara Shwarzshild (1950), and Nany
Roman (1950). Greenstein repeated the standard view: it seems likely that
the universe is older than the solar system, but the dierene may be only
half a billion years. And then goes on, perhaps the metals onentrated to
the galati plane before the stars were formed, so that Population II stars
were formed from relatively hydrogen rih material. Or perhaps Population I
stars are formed from interstellar matter ontaining a larger fration of dust
grains relative to gas... One year later, Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler & Hoyle
(1957) wrote their ground breaking review on the Synthesis of the Elements
in Stars, in whih they laid out in detail the modern theory of nuleosynthesis
and element formation.
This time in the early 1950's was also the beginning of radio astronomy
with the 21-m line of Hydrogen, disovered by Ewen & Purell (1951) and
Muller & Oort (1951). A remarkable disovery onneted with HI was made
by Bark Bok, who wrote in 1955: Radio Observations (21-m) of Dense
Dark Nebulae. Bok found inside a dark omplex the variations in density of
interstellar dust are not aompanied by parallel variations in the density of
neutral hydrogen... There remains the possibility that the neutral hydrogen
in the dark enters is mostly in moleular form. In this same year, Lilley
determined the gas-to-dust mass ratio by omparing the HI olumn densities
in diuse louds to the extintions.
In the next year, 1956, Spitzer had two important papers, one with Mestel
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Figure 4: Lyman on a diult limb up Mt. Washington (USA), pho-
tographed by Donald Morton, his olleague at Prineton University. Lyman
and Donald were avid mountaineers, who would entertain graduate students
at dinner parties with slide shows of their amazing adventures.
(1956a), mentioned earlier, on the removal of angular momentum from proto-
stars by magneti elds, and another (1956b) on the need for hot gas at high
galati latitude, whih he suggested followed from the observation of neutral
louds there and the requirement that these louds have some boundary pres-
sure. He also wrote two years later (1958a) Distribution of Galati Clusters,
whih was another in his series of papers on internal luster dynamis.
In spite of all the ups and downs on the theory of star formation during
this important transition period, Lyman got it pretty muh orret by the
end of the deade following Ambartsumian's great disovery. In 1958, Lyman
(1958b) wrote Mass Exhange with the Interstellar Medium and the Forma-
tion of Type I Stars, for the Vatian Observatory. He onsidered the known
loud types and stated the so-alled 'large loud' is similar to .. the strutures
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listed by Greenstein. Here he referred to the high absorption louds we men-
tioned above, from Greenstein (1937). He ontinued, it is entirely possible
that in a large loud, moving more slowly, the internal veloity dispersion may
be less than 1 km/se. He then onsidered the mass-to-radius ratio in these
louds and the virial theorem to onlude subregions of a large loud, with low
internal veloity dispersion, might start to ontrat. Moreover, as the turbu-
lene deays, gravitational ontration will presumably begin... Altogether it
is entirely reasonable to assume that a typial large loud ultimately beomes
the birthplae of many galati lusters and assoiations. Thus he showed
that the Greenstein louds ould be virialized, at whih point gravitational
ontration to stars ould begin.
Nine years later, Beklin & Neugebauer (1967) wrote Observations of an
Infrared Star in the Orion Nebula, in whih they used a new infrared detetor
at Mount Wilson observatory. They onluded the long-awaited disovery by
stating An attrative interpretation of the observation is that the infrared
objet is a protostar. Three years later, Wilson, Jeerts & Penzias (1970)
disovered Carbon Monoxide in the Orion Nebula. These two papers opened
up the modern eld of star formation. A new generation of astronomers was
suddenly able to observe star formation in ation, reating a revolution in the
way we view and interpret interstellar proesses. This revolution ontinues
today through the onstrution of an enormous interferometer for mm-wave
emission from CO and other moleules related to star formation (the ALMA
projet in Chile), and through the Spitzer Spae Telesope, whih observes
in the infrared. Lyman Spitzer did not join this CO and IR revolution. He
ontinued to publish papers on the diuse ISM for 29 more years.
There was a tale in the halls of Prineton University that there were two
Lyman Spitzers. In the 1950's and 1960's, his work on plasma fusion at
Forrestal Lab o the main ampus arried on nearly full time in parallel with
his work on spae astronomy and interstellar physis at Peyton Hall. Somehow
he seemed to be both plaes at the same time. The students, though, were
mostly oblivious to these two great projets, and far more impressed by his
adventures in mountain limbing (Fig. 4). Indeed, there were probably three
Lyman Spitzers  maybe more. But this is the beginning of the legend and
the end of the history. We an save the legend for another time.
Lyman Spitzer olleted 39 of his papers with ommentary in the book
Dreams, stars, and eletrons: seleted writings of Lyman Spitzer, Jr., pub-
lished by Prineton University Press in 1997 (o-authored with Jeremiah Ost-
riker of Prineton). A reent history of the Hubble Spae Telesope, inluding
many tales about Lyman and his olleagues, is in The Universe in a Mirror:
The Saga of the Hubble Spae Telesope and the Visionaries Who Built It, by
Robert Zimmerman (Prineton University Press, 2008).
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